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O2 Lounge 

"Panaromic & Stylish Rooftop Dining"

For a relaxed and intimate dining experience, choose the rooftop O2

Lounge of the famous Ritz-Carlton Moscow . With its polished black tiles,

bright red cocoon chairs, stark white furnishing and to top it all, a dramatic

glass dome the lounge is one of the top places to be seen at. The menu

includes sushi, created with expertise by Chef Seiji Kusano, known for his

famous gourmet roll prepared with Beluga caviar and blue fin tuna,

garnished with gold leaf. Remember to ask the vodka sommelier's

comments before choosing from the largest collection of the finest of

vodkas from across the world. The music is trendy and at dinner time

features hits from around the globe.

 +7 495 225 8888  www.ritzcarlton.com/en/Properties/

Moscow/Dining/O2Lounge/Default.h

tm

 Tverskaya Street 3, Ritz-Carlton

Moscow, Moscow
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Kamchatka 

"Soviet Style Pub"

Kamchatka is a cozy beer-centric pub in the heart of the city. With high

tables, exposed-brick and white tile surfaces and barrels full of beer, the

pub is reminiscent of the watering holes from the 1970s and 80s. Along

with six types of local brews, the pub also serves a number of delicious

food items like grilled sausages, burgers, salads, soups, sandwiches and

lots more. Retro film screenings and other fun events are also organized

here from time to time.

 +7 495 624 8825  novikovgroup.ru/restauran

ts/kamchatka/kamchatka_

94.html

 barkamchatka@gmail.com  ulitsa Kuznetskiy Most 7,

Moscow
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Mendeleev Bar 

"Artisanal Cocktails"

The brainchild of Arkady Novikov and Igor Lantsman, Mendeleev Bar is

tucked away in a small noodle shop called Lucky Noodles. This cocktail

bar features a menu by Roman Milosteviy, a famous Russian mixologist.

Their drinks are based on absinthe and you can order light snacks from

the noodle shop. Enjoy eclectic music at this hidden bar.

 +7 495 625 3385  www.mendeleevbar.ru/  Ulitsa Petrovka 20/1, Moscow
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Club B2 

"One of the Best"

Popularly known as one of the best rock clubs in Moscow, B2 has come a

long way from being just a club to becoming a complete entertainment

center. The entire building comprises of a restaurant, a sushi bar as well

as a concert hall. With 5 floors of entertainment and leisure spaces, Club

B2 certainly has it all.

 +7 495 650 9918  www.b2club.ru/  info@b2club.ru  Bolshaya Sadovaya Street 8,

Moscow
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City Space Bar & Lounge 

"Upscale Panoramic Bar"

Perched on the 34th floor of Swissotel Krasnye Holmy, the City Space Bar

is one of Moscow's highest positioned bars. The interiors are ultra-modern

with bubble-shaped suspended lights, sleek leather sofas and inward-

slanting floor-to-ceiling windows offering a bird's eye view of the city. The

bar serves handcrafted specialty cocktails like their Virgin Moscow Spring

Punch, Espirito de Serena and Lady Killer. In addition to cocktails City

Space Bar also serves a wide range of spirits, wines, soft drinks and hot

drinks.

 +7 495 221 5357  www.moscow.swissotel.co

m

 cityspace.moscow@swisso

tel.com

 Kosmodamianskaya nab. 52,

Moscow
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